The article contains two errors.
The article contains two errors.
The first is found in the Conclusion section of the Abstract: The second last sentence reads: "We conclude that we have to initiate treatment in all patients with blunt sTBI and an initial ICP>10 mmHg."
This sentence should read: "We conclude that we have to initiate treatment in all patients with blunt sTBI and an initial cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP)≥10 mmHg."
In analogy with this the second error is found in the Materials and methods section's last sentence; which reads: "Patients with dilated, fixed pupils and/or GCS 3 were included provided that their first measured ICP was 10 mmHg or higher". This sentence should read: "Patients with dilated, fixed pupils and/or GCS 3 were included provided that their first measured CPP was 10 mmHg or higher"
